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 ABSTRACT

In the extreme environments posed by war fighting, fire fighting, and nuclear accident response, the cost of direct human
exposure is levied in terms of injury and death. Robotic alternatives must address effective operations while removing
humans from danger. This is profoundly challenging, as extreme environments inflict cumulative performance damage on
exposed robotic agents. Sensing and perception are among the most vulnerable components. We present a distributed robotic
system that enables autonomous reconnaissance and mapping in urban structures using teams of robots. Robot teams scout
remote sites, maintain operational tempos, and successfully execute tasks, principally the construction of 3-D Maps, despite
multiple agent failures. Using an economic model of agent interaction based on a free market architecture, a virtual platform
(a robot colony) is synthesized where task execution does not directly depend on individual agents within the colony.
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1. MOTIVATION
Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) pose fierce constraints such as limited visibility, complex and expansive
fortifications, limited intelligence, and the presence of native populations and other non-combatants that prohibit deployment
of large forces [1,2].  Further, the use of asymmetric threats, e.g. biological and chemical agents, against both land forces and
indigenous populations in urban settings is an increasing likelihood [3]. These conditions place land forces and non-
combatants in a highly non-deterministic, dangerous, confrontational, and volatile environment. An effort to identify and
improve the ability of ground forces to project sufficient force and safeguard non-combatants is underway. This program,
called the MOUT Advanced Concept Technology Development (ACTD), focuses on improving operational effectiveness in
urban areas [4, 5].

The development of robotics technology will enable minimally invasive and precise MOUT operations that reduce risk to
both ground forces and non-combatants by removing soldiers from dangerous and sometimes confrontational tasks [6].
Potential tasks for robotic systems include mine sweeping, reconnaissance, security and monitoring presence, and
communications infrastructure [7]. DARPA has undertaken the task of enabling distributed robotics technology to execute
urban reconnaissance missions. As a part of this effort, DARPA’s Software for Distributed Robotics (SDR) program is
looking at revolutionary approaches to the development of multi-agent robotic systems within this task domain. Under the
auspices of the SDR Program, our team is producing software technology designed to construct interior maps of urban
structures using groups of homogenous mobile robots. This concept software will be demonstrated on surrogate, simplistic
mobile robotic platforms and eventually ported to mission capable mobile robotic systems.

Our approach to the problem focuses initially on the production of reliable, accurate, and fault-tolerant software by exploiting
the redundancy inherent in a group of homogenous robots, or colony. Our methodology is to model multi-agent dynamics in
terms of economic activity; thus, the motivation for robot effort is directly coupled to the rewards of task-execution [8]. We
will incorporate learning and perception to build systems that degrade gracefully when faced with component or agent
failures, that learn to execute tasks more efficiently than is possible as individual agents, and that deliver timely and accurate
intelligence with respect to urban reconnaissance operations.

2. APPROACH
Some tasks, such as robotic exploration or reconnaissance, can be effective only if carried out by a team of robots. A robot
team can accomplish a given task more quickly than a single agent can by dividing the task into sub-tasks and executing them
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concurrently. A team can also make effective use of specialists (e.g., an agent that scouts an area, picks up objects, hauls
payload) rather than require that each robot be a generalist, capable of performing all tasks but expert at none.
Difficulty arises, however, in coordinating all of these robots to perform a single, global task. One approach is to consider the
robot team as a single robot “entity” with many degrees of freedom. A central computer coordinates the group optimally to
perform the specified task. The problem is that optimal coordination is computationally difficult; the best known algorithms
are exponential in complexity, so this approach is intractable for teams larger than a few robots. Further, the approach
assumes that all information about the robots and their environment can be transmitted to a single location for processing and
that this information does not change during the construction of an optimal plan. These assumptions are unrealistic for
applications such as exploration in an unknown environment where communication is limited and robots behave in
unpredictable ways. Another weakness with this approach is that it produces a highly vulnerable system. If the leader (the
central planning unit) malfunctions, a new leader must be available or the entire team is disabled.  A system that surmounts a
single point of failure is crucial in applications such as urban reconnaissance.

Local and distributed approaches address the problems that arise with centralized, globally coordinated approaches. Each
robot operates largely independently, acting on information that is locally available through its sensors. The robots are better
able to respond to unknown or changing environments, since they sense and respond to the environment locally. A robot may
coordinate with other robots in its vicinity, perhaps to divide a problem into sub-problems or to work together on a sub-task
that cannot be accomplished by a single robot.  Typically, little computation is required, since each robot need only plan and
execute its own activities. Also, little communication is required, since the robots communicate only with others in their
vicinity. The disadvantage of distributed approaches is that the solutions can be grossly suboptimal.

Consider an economic system for coordinating robots. In market economies, individuals are free, within given bounds, to
exchange goods and services and enter into contracts at will. Individuals are in the best position to understand their needs and
the means to satisfy them. At times they cooperate with other members of the society to achieve an outcome greater than that
possible by each member alone. At times they compete with other members to provide goods or services at the lowest
possible cost, thus eliminating waste and inefficiency. Combining the best of both approaches, market economies are robust
and nimble like distributed approaches, yet allow for some centralization for optimization when time and computational
resources permit.

In the past decade there has been growing interest in multi-agent systems.  Mataric [18] presents a comprehensive summary
of some of the principal efforts in this area of research.   Jensen and Veloso [15], Švestka and Overmars [28], and Brumitt
and Stentz [13] are examples of the centralized approach to control a multi-robot system organized hierarchically.  A number
of researchers have developed biologically inspired, locally reactive, behavior-based systems to carry out simple tasks [9, 10,
11, 17]. These distributed systems have found applications in many different domains. Additional review of recent
approaches to multi-robot teaming can be found in [8].  To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use a free market
architecture for controlling a team of self-interested agents that perform tasks and solve problems.

3. FREE MARKET ARCHITECTURE1

3. 1 Revenues and Costs in the Economy
When a team of robots is modeled as an economy to perform a task, the goal of the team is to execute the task well while
minimizing costs. A function, trev, is needed that maps possible task outcomes onto revenue values. Another function, tcost,
is needed that maps possible schemes for performing the task onto cost values. As a team, the goal is to execute some plan P
such that profit, trev(P) – tcost(P), is maximized. Individual cost and revenue functions must also be designed to provide a
means for distributing the revenue and assessing costs to individual robots.

The sum of individual revenues and costs will determine the team’s revenues and costs. However, the distribution is not
even: individuals are compensated in accordance with their contribution to the overall task, based on factors that are within
the control of each. An individual that maximizes its personal production and minimizes its personal cost receives a larger
share of the overall profit. Therefore, by acting strictly in their own self-interests, individuals maximize not only their own
profit but also the overall profit of the team.

3.2 Determining Price via the Bidding Process
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The team’s revenue function is not the only source of income for the robots. A robot can also receive revenue from another
robot in exchange for goods or services. In general, two robots have incentive to deal with each other if they can produce
more aggregate profit together than apart. Such outcomes are win-win rather than zero-sum. The price dictates the payment
amount for the good or service. Since many factors that could affect the price may be hidden or complex, a common
approach to determining price is to bid for a good or service until a mutually acceptable price is found. A plausible bidding
strategy is to start by bidding a price that is personally most favorable, and then successively retreat from this position until a
price is mutually agreed upon.

Note that a given robot can negotiate several potential deals at the same time. It bids the most favorable price for itself for all
of the deals, successively retreats from this position with counter bids, and closes the first deal that is mutually acceptable.
Note also that a deal can be multi-party, requiring that all parties agree before any part of the deal is binding. The negotiated
price will tend toward the intersection of the supply and demand curves for a given service. If a service is in high demand or
short supply, the price will be high. This information will prompt other suppliers to enter the fray, driving the price down.
Likewise, if demand is low or supply high, the low price will drive suppliers into another line of business. Thus, price serves
to optimize the matching of supply to demand. Finally, it is important to note that price and bidding are low bandwidth
mechanisms for communicating aggregate information about costs.

3.3 Opportunistic Optimization, Learning, and Adaptation
Conspicuously absent from the free market system is a rigid, top-down hierarchy. Instead, the robots organize themselves in a
way that is mutually beneficial. Thus, robots will cooperate if they have complementary roles, i.e., if all robots involved can
make more profit by working together than by working individually. Conversely, robots will compete if they have the same
role, i.e., if the amount of profit that some can make is negatively affected by the services provided by the others. The
flexibility of the market model allows the robots to cooperate and compete as necessary to accomplish the assigned task.
Since the aggregate profit amassed by the individuals is directly tied to the success of the task, this self-organization yields
the best results. But this does not preclude centralized optimization; instead, it is opportunistic as circumstances permit.

One of the greatest strengths of the market economy is its ability to deal successfully with changing conditions.  Since the
economy does not rely on a hierarchical structure for coordination and task assignment, the system is highly robust to
changes in the environment, including destroyed or injured robots.  Disabling any single robot will not jeopardize the
system’s performance.  By adding escape clauses for “broken deals,” any tasks undertaken by a robot that malfunctions can
be re-bid to other robots, and the entire task can be accomplished. It is also important to realize that a robot does not need to
remain idle if only a portion of its functionality is disabled.  The market architecture allows a partially disabled robot to bid
out the use of its available resources opportunistically.  For example, if a robot gets stuck while executing a task, it can still
use its computing resources as needed while attempting to recruit another robot to mobilize itself. Another key to optimality
is that a robot can always sub-contract a task it undertook if the conditions change and it becomes more profitable to
outsource (i.e., get a different robot to carry out the task).  Thus, the market model allows the robots to deal with dynamic
environments in an opportunistic and adaptive manner.

Within the market economy, a robot can learn new behaviors and strategies as it executes missions. This learning applies to
both individual behaviors and negotiations as well as to the entire team. Individual robots may learn that certain strategies are
not profitable, or that certain robots are apt to break a contract by failing to deliver the goods or proper payment. Individuals
may also learn to identify areas where the risk of injury is high and share this knowledge with members of the colony.  The
robot team may learn that certain types of robots are in over-supply, indicated by widespread bankruptcy or an inability to
make much money. Conversely, the robot team may learn that certain types of robots are in under-supply, evidenced by
excessive profits captured by members of the type. Thus, the population can learn to exit members of one type and recruit
members of another.

3.4 Constructing the Free Market Architecture



Consider a team of robots assembled to perform a task. A software agent, representing the user, negotiates with the team to
perform the task. The user desires the team to perform the task well while minimizing costs. To accomplish this, the user
defines a revenue function that maps possible task outcomes onto revenue values, and a cost function that maps possible
schemes for performing the task onto cost values. With the aim of maximizing their individual profits, the robots bid on parts
of the task.  They receive revenue for performing their subtasks, and they are charged for costs incurred during execution.
Once they have received their assignments, the robots can continue to negotiate among themselves, buying and selling
subtasks to minimize costs.  If the task changes during execution, perhaps due to new information, new subtasks are created
that are bid out to the robots.  If a robot malfunctions or dies during execution, its subtasks are bid out to the surviving robots.
Robot resources, such as sensing, communication, and computing, can be bought and sold in the marketplace to concentrate
resources where they are most productive.

As shown in Figure 1, the architectural for each robot is layered.  In the bottom layer are the resources under the robot’s
control, such as sensors, effectors, locomotors, computers, and communication devices.  These resources are available to the
robot to perform its tasks, and any unused resources can be sold to other robots in the colony.  The next layer consists of the
robot’s roles for accomplishing tasks.  Roles are application-specific software modules that implement particular robot
capabilities or skills, such as collecting sensor data or hauling materials.  The roles utilize resources (in the layer below) to
execute their tasks.  Roles execute tasks that match their specific capabilities.  They receive assignments by bidding on tasks
offered by other robots.  As they execute their tasks, they may generate other tasks or subtasks to be bid out to the other
robots.

At the top layer in the architecture, the robot executive coordinates the activities of the robot and its interactions with other
robots.  The executive bids on tasks for the robot to perform and offers tasks for sale.  It matches tasks to roles, schedules the
roles to run, resolves contention for resources, and offers unused resources for sale to other robots.  The executive is
equipped with a learning module that enables it to perform better over time by learning which negotiation strategies are the
most effective.

4. COOPERATIVE STEREO MAPPING ROLE
One important role for individuals within robot colonies is distributed mapping. This role is illustrated in Figure 2, where
robots 1 and 2, each equipped with one camera, are controlled by the planner so that the fields of view of their cameras
provide maximum coverage of the environment. Assuming that the planner has also controlled the robots so that the fields of
view overlap (at positions A and B for example), it is possible to reconstruct the 3-D geometry of the environment at those
positions by processing the images from the two robots. Reconstructing 3-D maps from two robots is the cooperative stereo
approach to map reconstruction. Collecting 3-D maps reconstructed from different positions provides a complete
representation of the environment built cooperatively (the mapped area is shown in yellow or lightly shaded for b/w prints in
Figure 2). This representation is suitable for:
• Viewing: The user can see the environment from different viewpoints, measure distances to or sizes of objects of

interest, and generate floor plans for future use.
• Route planning: The location of potential obstacles can be derived from the 3-D maps. The obstacles can be detected at

far greater range than can be achieved by conventional safeguarding sensors such as sonar. This information can be used
directly by a route planner.
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Figure 1: Robot software architecture for each individual in a robot colony



• Coverage planning: A difficult problem in exploration by multiple robots is to decide where to look next in order to
ensure coverage of the environment. Using the maps, it is possible to reason about the relative positions of surfaces in
order to plan paths for coverage. In particular, it is possible to detect parts of the environment that are occluded by
surfaces visible from the recorded robot positions, and which should be explored.

            Figure 2: Distributed mapping scenario with two robots cooperatively constructing a stereo map.

It is important to note that while in principle it is possible to recover 3-D data from a single robot with stereo cameras, using
cooperating robots has important advantages. One obvious advantage is the savings in hardware and computation time since a
single camera is needed on each robot and the full load of the stereo computation does not reside on any given robot. A more
important advantage, however, is that stereo reconstruction accurate enough for rendering can be achieved from a long range
by taking advantage of the fact that the robots may be separated by a wide baseline. To be useful, the system must generate at
least qualitatively correct reconstruction up to 10-20m, which is not possible using the short baseline that is typical on small
robots. To illustrate this point, the graph in Figure 3 shows the error in depth Z as a function of Z for the type of camera
currently used with a field of view of 60 degrees and for different baseline values B=0.1, 0.2,0.5,1,2m. The error is plotted
using the standard stereo error formula ∆Z = Z2/Bf. The graphs clearly show that reconstruction past a few meters from the
robot is not practical for short baselines and that baselines on the order of one meter or more become necessary. Such large
baselines can be achieved only through the use of multiple robots.

Figure 3: Error in reconstructed depth as a function of distance from the camera for different baselines.
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Robust recovery of the scene geometry from multiple robots and extraction of information from the maps involves:

Cooperative Calibration: Although the relative positions and orientations of robots 1 and 2 are known to some degree from
dead-reckoning and other means of internal pose estimation, the accuracy of the relative pose between them is typically not
sufficient for stereo reconstruction. Cooperative calibration recovers relative poses of robot cameras automatically from
image features.

Spare Feature Estimation: Once the robots are mutually calibrated, the next task is to compute the 3-D positions of sparse
features in the scene.

Dense Reconstruction: The final step in reconstructing scene geometry from robots 1 and 2 is to convert the sparse structure
to a dense reconstruction of the environment suitable for rendering and texture mapping.

4.1 Cooperative Calibration
Given images of a scene from arbitrary robot positions, the first task is to recover the relative poses of the cameras. These
poses must be computed precisely since an error of a few image pixels in mapping points from one image to the next may
lead to large errors in the 3-D reconstruction. In particular, the pose estimates from dead reckoning are not precise enough for
image matching. The general approach is to extract point features from the images, find correspondences between the two
sets of features and recover the relative poses of the cameras from the feature matches. Typical features used for calibration
are shown in Figure 4. These features were extracted using an interest operator derived from the Harris operator [43].

4.1.1 Feature matching using photometric invariants
Instead of using local correlation to match the features, we use a technique based on photometric invariants that was
originally introduced in [37] and used for image matching in [42]. Given a feature location p = (x,y), the general idea is to
compute the derivatives up to order 3 ( Ix, Ixx, Ixy, etc.) of the image in a neighborhood around p. Then, combine the
derivatives into quantities that are invariant to rotation and translation in the image. For example, the quantity Ix

2 + Iy
2 is the

magnitude of the gradient, which is clearly invariant by rotation. For derivatives up to order 3, it can be shown that 8 such
invariants exist so that each feature mi

j can be described by a 8-vector vi
j which characterizes the local distribution of

intensity and is geometrically invariant.

Invariance to scale is also important since the scale of the features may vary substantially across images in general poses.
Although direct scale invariance is not possible, the derivatives can be easily computed at different scales since they are
computed by convoluting derivatives of Gaussian filters of variance, for example, Ix = Gx(σ) ⊗ I, where σ is the variance of
the Gaussian filters. The vectors vi

j are computed over a range of values of σ corresponding to a range of image scale factors.
Features that have similar invariant vectors are matched. The similarity between vectors is defined as the weighted sum of
squared differences between their coordinates. A similar approach is used in [39] for recovering epipolar geometry.

4.1.2 Using Prior Pose Estimates
The second enhancement to the standard image-based calibration algorithm is to take advantage of the fact that we do have
information about the relative poses from the robots’ own internal pose estimation systems. In fact, we not only have an
approximate estimate of the robot pose but also an estimate of the uncertainty of the pose. The situation is illustrated in

Figure 4: Typical sparse features extracted from indoor images using the Harris operator.



Figure 5. Using camera 1 as the reference camera, the true pose of camera 2 with respect to camera 1 is (R,T); the relative
pose reported by the positioning systems is (R’,T’); and the error between the true and estimated poses is (dθ,dT) where dθ is
the error in orientation in the plane of travel of the robot. Although (dθ,dT) is not known, the positioning system can provide
a bound on dθmax – the maximum angular deviation from the true orientation – and dTmax – the maximum position error
which places all the possible positions of camera 2 in a disk centered at T (Figure 5(a)). Those bounds define a region in
which the true pose (R,T) may lie: (R,T) is in the region defined by all the possible (T’+dT) and R(θ’+dθ) with ||dT|| <
dTmax. Given a feature position in image 1, m1, the set of corresponding epipolar lines in image 2 is defined by the parameter
vectors (T’+dT) × R(θ’+dθ) m1 for all possible values of dT and dθ. This set of lines defines a search region for the
correspondences with m1 – shown in green (gray shaded area for b/w prints) in Figure 5(b) around the initial estimate of the
epipolar line shown in red (darker line for b/w prints). If the initial position error is small, the search problem is reduced to
searching in the vicinity of the epipolar line and the calibration amounts to a small adjustment of R and T.  For larger
position errors, the region covers a larger area of the image but still eliminates most of the outliers in practice.

4.2 Sparse Feature Estimation
Given the calibration information from the two robots, the 3-D locations of each feature can be recovered by triangulation. In
this case, the coordinates of each feature are computed independently. We have also applied global estimation techniques,
which attempt to refine robot positions and feature positions by minimizing the distance between the image features and the
image projection of the corresponding points – bundle adjustment technique [33]. Such global techniques become beneficial
only when a substantial number of images are used. In our case, the experiments show that those techniques do not
substantially affect the result and that straight triangulation is sufficient.

For example, Figure 6 (left) shows the depth reconstructed of matched features of Figure 4, as well as the same result (right)
(right) in which the 3-D points corresponding to the features are shown in an oblique view. The lines are drawn from the
point features to the ground plane. A few objects are indicated to facilitate visual registration of the data. This first
reconstruction step provides a representation of the sparse structure of the environment. This sparse information can be
reasonably used for planning or partial occlusion reasoning.
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  Figure 5: Using prior pose estimations to limit search



Figure 6: (Left) Sparse depth map computed from the features of Figure 4. The depth is indicated by a color-coded
square centered at each feature. The color scale is indicated below the figure. (Right) Oblique view of the
reconstructed 3-D points corresponding to features of Figure 4.

4.3 Dense Reconstruction

Sparse feature estimation provides useful information for visualization and planning but is insufficient for realistic rendering
of the environment, which requires the recovery of the coordinates of a dense set of pixels in the image. Given two robot
positions and assuming that the calibration problem has been solved using the techniques previously described, the problem
is equivalent to the standard problem of stereo except that the images are taken from different robots instead of from a single
camera rig, as is normally the case.

The general approach to stereo is to rectify the images so that the epipolar lines are the scanlines of the images and to search
along the scanlines for matching locations based on a local comparison criterion such as correlation or sum of squared
differences (SSD.) The rectification is critical because searching along arbitrary scanlines is not computationally practical.
While in principle this approach is feasible, there are two key differences with standard stereo from fixed cameras, which are
both related to the fact that the relative positions and orientations of the robots are arbitrary. First, as noted, the baseline
between the robots may be large. Although necessary for accuracy reasons, this complicates the matching between images
because of potentially large distortions between the two images. Second, the search for correspondences is complicated by
the fact that rectification may lead to unacceptable warping of the images. Some preliminary results are shown in Figures 7
and 8(a) and 8(b).

Figure 7: Color-coded depth map after filtering (left) and corresponding mask (right)



5. RESULTS
This architecture was first verified by tasking a team of mobile robots with distributed mapping. 2 The mobile robots, located
at different starting positions in a known simulated world, were assigned the task of visiting a set of pre-selected observation
points. The robot colony was structured as illustrated below:

This problem is equivalent to the distributed traveling salesman problem, where the observation points are the cities to visit.
Each agent was equipped with a map of the world, which enabled it to calculate the cost associated with visiting each of these
cities. The costs were the lengths of the shortest paths between cities in an eight-connected grid, interpreted as money. The
interface between the human operator and the team of robots was a software agent, the operator executive (exec). The exec
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conveyed the operator’s commands to the members of the team, managed the team revenue, monitored the team cost, and
carried out the initial city assignments. Being a self-interested agent, the exec aimed to assign cities quickly while minimizing
revenue flow to the team.  In our initial implementation, the exec adopted a greedy algorithm for assigning tasks. Once the
exec had completed the initial city assignments, the robots negotiated among themselves to subcontract city assignments.
Only single-city deals were considered, and the robots continued to negotiate among themselves until no new, mutually
profitable deals were possible.  Thus, negotiations ceased once the system settled into a local minimum of the global cost.
Dias and Stentz published preliminary results[8].

We also tested system response to dynamic conditions in a scenario similar to exploration of a partially known world.  The
operator designated a set of 14 observation points, or cities,  to be visited in a simulated world. Four robots negotiated, won
tours, and set off to explore. Whenever a robot approached a doorway, a new observation point was triggered inside the
“newly observed” room.  When a new goal was triggered, the robots ceased their current tours and began negotiations to
determine new tours that were most profitable in light of the new information.  This resulted in an additional six cites for
exploration, for a total of 20 cites. Through this exploration scenario.3, the robots evolved by adapting to dynamic conditions.
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Figure 10: Results from dynamic re-negotiations.
6. SUMMARY
he design of a colony of mobile robots capable of providing maps from the interior of urban structures.
 paradigms are brittle and may not convey any advantage when deployed outside of the laboratory

ur primary mission is to exploit multiple robots as a means to develop capability that is robust to
uch in the same way as traditional military units operate. These units exploit redundancy such that critical

rved when losses are incurred; consequently, they can continue to operate when faced with multiple

 unique in that task execution is only loosely coupled to the existence of individual robots. This is an
gical leap that must be developed in order to place robot colonies into extreme environments to perform
olony performance can be enhanced by the development of accelerated learning through “on-line” and
ange of experiences. The ubiquitous connectivity within a colony provides the infrastructure to promote
cessful skills and behaviors in a trivial fashion. Through our research, apprenticeship in established robot
asured in “seconds of download time.”

f this effort are to equip this software architecture such that new applications can be readily programmed.
bler, the design of this software infrastructure has been abstracted from the task. In the worst case, new

 require coding with provided application programmer interfaces (APIs). To eliminate this requirement,
g the construction of task archives and behavioral seeding technologies that would enable robots to learn
loading “seeds” from an archive. These seeds would grow into fully functional, perhaps even optimal, task
ithin our fertile distributed learning infrastructure. Once matured, this functionality would be stored in a
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task archive for future mission capability. Thus, a process of iterative refinement for colonies of robots would be available.
This archive of robot-derived experience, knowledge, and data is a first step in creating accelerated cultural learning and
knowledge acquisition for robots, a distinctly human phenomenon.

7. FUTURE WORK
The results described above provide the building blocks for geometric environment reconstruction from multiple robots.
Many issues must be addressed before they can be assembled into an effective mapping system. First, there are many choices
of parameters for rectification and stereo – for example, size of matching window or interpolation mode – and extensive
experiments are needed to determine the optimal choices in a typical environment. Secondly, there is the need to incorporate
maps from multiple pairs of robots into composite maps. The multi-map approach will support addressing of maps from
different locations, but registration of individual maps is necessary to ensure coherence of the representation throughout the
environment. Map integration can be accomplished by one of two means. First, the individual 3-D maps from robot pairs can
be iteratively modified to yield an optimal combined map. An alternative that we have used successfully is to find
correspondences between the individual maps constructed from pairs of robots and to estimate the relative poses between the
maps based on the correspondences. A global optimization approach is then used to find the optimal set of poses and
correspondences between maps. This is the approach we proposed in [36]. We will apply both approaches to the multi-robot
map building problem and will design the integration system based on the evaluation of those approaches. In addition, we are
examining the following:
Interactive Queries: An operator-designated region, line, or point of interest from an approximate floor plan is used to guide
retrieval and reconstruction from local stereo matching.
Generating Floor Plans: A cross section from an integrated map consisting of all the points from all the cooperative stereo
maps taken in that location.
View-Based Rendering: generating realistically rendered views from arbitrary positions.
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